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Reporting Instructions 

• On Day# 1: Arrive no later than 0530 hours at the Homeland Security Education Center (HEC)
• Park in the west lot (Parking Lot Fawell E), you will back into the spaces along the north side

• By 0545 hours, line up and wait at the Main Door (Door #1, west side) and wait to be admitted

• Enter the hallway and go to the lmmersive Training Lab / "Street Scene" (HEC 1005)

• Plain White "pressed" Long sleeve dress shirt with regular collar (NOT a "button down" collar)

• Black/Navy Blue slacks/"Docker" style or uniform pants (not BDUs) pressed, single crease, no cuffs

• Plain black garrison belt (or basket weave belt if that is what your agency uses) with silver buckle

• No corfam, clarino, patent-leather, vinyl or nylon belts. Only black leather garrison belt

• Black police boots (NOT shoes) with polished shine (leather & nylon - no corfam, clarion, patent leather or vinyl)

• White crew neck undershirt /T-shirt

• Black/Blue socks (white socks ok for PT)

• Watch-Black in color with stop watch feature. No Smart Watches or Apple Watches.

• Proper Hygiene-See the Recruit Guide for further

• Clean shaven, no beards or mustaches, short hair

• No makeup, no fingernail polish, have nails short and clean

• No earrings. ONLY jewelry on finger one ring and religious items (hidden from view)

• Have all paperwork with you and ready so you do not have to dig in your backpack

• Have copy of THIS "Recruit Guide" printed out, one sided, 3-hole punched paper, in a 1 inch BLACK 3-ring
binder

• In cold weather, NO POLICE COAT - only a civilian, dark, plain, professional coat or jacket
Week 1 Reporting: 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 

Equipment Needs: 

0600 
0600-Physical Fitness 
0600 
0600-Physical Fitness 

Spiral Notebook/Paper 
Black Ink Pens 
Multi-colored Highlighters 
Backpack/Briefcase 
Paper Map of your Town/Jurisdiction 
Bring your Lunch 
Water in a disposable bottle 
Piece of paper with Chief and Liaison names, agency address, email, office and cell phone numbers 

**Read/Study Recruit Guide and Bring to Class** 

NO PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES INSIDE ACADEMY BUILDING 
(Phones, Tablets, IPod, etc.} 
Tobacco Free Campus, no vaping, chewing or smoking 
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Recruit Pledge 
By entering here, you agree to 
give 100% of what yo.u have. 
There are no excuses or second 
chances! Every Day, Every 
Moment, is an opportunity to 
excel, to be more, to achieve 
your best. DO NOT squander 
your time going through the 
motions. Train Hard and get 
results. At the end of the d�y 
ask yourself: �'Did I give it my 
all?" If you do not have this 
level of commitment, don't waste 

your t. Ime ... or ours.I  
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Suburban Law Enforcement Academy Core Values 

Professionalism 

We are highly motivated professionals; as such we hold ourselves and each 

Recruit accountable for the pursuit of excellence in not only our words but also in 

our deeds. 

Instructional Excellence 

We are committed to providing a challenging learning and practical environment, 
taught by the best available law enforcement professionals. 

We will show transparency in our teachings by providing consistent and timely 
feedback to our Recruits and their employing agencies. 

Integrity and Discipline 

Integrity and discipline are the foundation of law enforcement and without them 
we cannot secure the public's trust. Integrity and discipline are woven into our 
teachings and actions at the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy. 

Respect for People 

At the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy, we embrace diversity and believe 
that everyon·e should be treated with respect and dignity. Staff and Recruits alike 
are expected to exemplify these values. 

Reverence for the Law 

Our duty at the Academy is not only to teach the law and its application to our 
Recruits, but to also teach them to respect the very laws they will be expected to 
enforce. 

Leadership 

Our duty is to provide certified law enforcement officers to our clients, as well as 
to provide each and every Recruit with the guidance and opportunities to become 
future leaders. 
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Prepare for Success 
Commit 100% of your available time to the next months, as they will serve as the foundation 

for the next 20 to 30 plus years of your career. If your foundation is not strong you will crumble 

qnd may not become the police officer, you were meant to be. 

• Have the proper attitude and drive during the Academy, as well as during the FTO

training phase and during your career. Always remember, it was your choice to become

a police officer.

• Check the schedule and read ahead - being prepared will provide for greater interaction

opportunities with the instructors.

• Get into the habit of tabbing your books - provides quick study reference for tests as

well as a quick reference guide during your FTO and solo patrol phase.

• Spend time each night reviewing the materials covered in class - Do not rely on the

PowerPoints as they contain only a portion of the material you are expected to know.

Read the actual books and manuals provided as they will serve to guide you doing

practical exercises as well as for the remainder of your law enforcement career.

• Discipline yourselves to pay attention to details while at the Academy - discipline and

attention to detail will be expected of you for the rest of your professional career.

• You are joining a paramilitary organization, learn to follow directions.

• Remember, this is not another high school or college class you will succeed or

fail based on your level of commitment and integrity. The instructors and staff are

not here to entertain you, but rather to provide you with world class training.

While at the academy, if your agency does not object. invest some of your free time and: 

• Familiarize yourself with your city/village's local ordinances.

• Familiarize yourself with your jurisdiction's geography and landmarks, such as schools,

hospitals, major intersections and apartment complexes ..

• Familiarize yourself with the report forms and other forms used by your agency.

• Stay connected to your department by visiting while you are attending the Academy.

• Familiarize yourself with military time (24 hr. clock).

• Familiarize yourself with the phonetic alphabet used by your agency (refer to page 29

and 30) KNOW IT AND BE PREPARED TO USE IT ON DAY # 1!

Master your craft by constantly seeking to improve your skills through training and 

education. The amount of personal effort will equal the amount of success you will 

achieve 
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Basic Academy Recruit 

Uniform & Equipment List 

This is a guide for new recruits and agencies to help estimate costs. This list is not exhaustive, and 

items may cost more or cost less. 

1) $282 Mandatory SLEA Uniform Package ordered at POWER Test/Orientation. Package 

includes: 4 polo shirts, 3 T-shirts, 1 sweatshirt, 2 shorts, 1 sweatpants, 1 hat, 1 water bottle, 

and 1 draw-string bag

2) $22 WHITE BUTTON DOWN DRESS SHIRT: Worn the first 2 weeks of the academy until gray 

uniform shirts come in. Can be worn later for court, or police training. Plain long sleeve 

white civilian dress shirt. No insignia, no monograms, no epaulets, no button down collar, 

no French cuffs. Not a white police uniform shirt. * May want to buy 2 or 3

3) $45 DRESS PANTS: Every day at the academy Recruits will wear dark navy blue or black 

uniform pants (or Docker style pants) with a single crease down the middle, no cuffs. No BDUs, 

not 5-11 pants. If they are the only ISSUED uniform pants by the department, then

they can be cargo pants. * may want to buy 2 or 3

4) $35 BOU PANTS: Recruits need dark navy blue or black BOU pants, tougher 

construction, with cargo pockets during scenario days, Defensive tactics (DT), and firearm 

training days. * may want to buy 2

5) $27 BELT: A plain black leather (or basket weave) Garrison belt / trouser belt with a

silver buckle (gold color allowed if issued by agency). Not corfam, clarino, patent

leather or vinyl.

6) $90 BOOTS: Black police boots with leather toe area capable of being shined. No 

corfam, clarino, patent-leather or vinyl (May want to buy 2nd pair 1/2 way through) .

7) $30 UNDER-SHIRTS: Package of 5 crew neck white undershirts (worn every day). No 

tank tops, no V-necks. TIP: buy a size smaller than normal so they fit tightly, buy "tall"

size or extra-long so they stay tucked in better.

8) $30 DRESS SOCKS: Package of 5 pairs black or dark navy blue socks.
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9) $10 ATHLETIC SOCKS: Package of 5 pairs white cotton socks for Physical Training (PT)

10) $35 ATHLETIC GEAR: Plain black, dark blue or gray: T-shirt, sweat shirt, shorts & sweat 

pants to be worn for the first 2 weeks of the academy until gray academy PT uniforms 

come in. Can be worn later for police training.

11) $14 WATCH: Plain simple black athletic style wrist-watch with a stop-watch feature. No 

alarms. No "Apple" internet connected watches.

12) $2 BLACK PENS package of black ink pens (always black / never blue at SLEA).

13} $2 SPIRAL NOTEBOOK Standard 8 ½ inch x 11 inch pages.

14) $2 ASSORTED HIGHLIGHTERS Yellow, pink, green or blue.

15) $25 BACK PACK Black, dark blue, olive, or tan. Nylon is good. Military or school style is 

preferred. Small Nike or other logo/insignia is ok.

16) $700 BODY ARMOR: Starting in WEEK# 4 Recruits will need body armor 

during scenario days and firearm training days. It takes several weeks to come in 

after ordering. In the academy, most recruits wear concealable body armor under 

their uniform shirt.

17) $170 OUTSIDE VEST COVER: OPTIONAL, but if a Recruit wishes to wear body armor on 

the outside, they will need an outside carrier. If an outside vest cover is used at the 

academy, it must have the recruit's name on both the front and back on patches from the 

vendor below or substantially similar patches- NO EXCEPTIONS.

**Vendor information: https://www.copquest.com/custom-patches.htm

No. 05-2250 black panel 11 inches wide by 2 inches high with 1.5 inch white block letters. 

The last name will be spelled out in white in all CAPITAL letters. There is space for 9 

letters on each black panel. If the Recruit's last name is longer, then use the first 9 letters 

of the Recruit's last name.

18) $27 - $52 DUTY BELT: Nylon or leather {Sam Browne belt), holds the firearms holster, 

handcuff case and other accessories.
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19) $13 BELT KEEPERS: Nylon or leather (minimum of 4), they "keep" the duty belt married 

to the garrison belt. NOTE: Some nylon systems utilize an inner velcro belt. We highly 

recommend a set of at least 4 keepers in addition to the velcro. Many recruits use 6 

keepers during training.

20) $30 HANDCUFF CASE: Nylon or leather case that holds the handcuffs.

21) $500 - $700 DUTY FIREARM & MAGAZINES: Starting in WEEK# 6 Recruits will need a 

police handgun (approved by the agency) and THREE (3) magazines. Recruits will need a 

case to carry the gun in for training, and a LOCK for the case. Agency owned/provided or 

personally owned. The handgun may have a tactical flashlight mounted on the gun. If so, 

be sure the holster and "Red-Gun" are compatible NOTE: Illinois residents will need an 

FOID card, or proof the recruit has applied for an FOID. The academy typically provides 

ammunition for most calibers (9mm, .40, or .45)

22) $35 MAGAZINE POUCH: Nylon, plastic or leather, holds two or three firearm magazines 

on the duty belt.

23) $125 - $200 HOLSTER: Duty holster for the specific make and model police firearm on 

the duty belt. When holsters were made of soft leather and more universal, firearms 

could be made to fit into a variety of holsters. Now they are typically made of hard 

plastic, and are made for a specific make and model police firearm. NOTE: If a firearm 

has a tactical light on it, the holster has to be made to accommodate that.

24) $55 RED-GUN: Training gun which is used in scenarios. A single piece of molded plastic 

(red, blue, or other color depending on manufacture - all acceptable) that is shaped and 

detailed to resemble a real firearm. Fits exactly into the holster made for that specific 

make and model police firearm.

25) $60 GUN CLEANING KIT: Starting in WEEK# 6 Recruits will need a gun cleaning kit 

consisting of a minimum of: cleaning rod, swabs, patches, bore brush, solvent & gun oil. 

A group order will be made in WEEK# 1. Recruits may opt to order with the group, or 

obtain a kit on their own.

26) $12 DUMMY ROUNDS: Used during firearm training by Recruits to practice loading, 

unloading and malfunction drills. A mandatory group order will be made in class in 

Week# 2 to ensure consistency and quality of the dummy rounds. Recruits then retain 

those dummy rounds to utilize the rest of their career for practice.
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27) $13 SHOOTING SAFETY GLASSES: Worn during firearms training by Recruits who do 

not have prescription eye glasses. Recruits who do have prescription eye glasses may 

opt to wear them in place of safety glasses,· or wear safety glasses over their prescription 

eye glasses.

28) $30 SHOOTING HEARING PROTECTION: Worn during firearms training. Ear-muff style. 

Electronic type is allowed. Small foam earplugs may be used in combination with ear

muff style, but not alone - or in place of. Hearing protection must be visible by range 

safety officers (Red-Shirts) from a distance.

29} $40 HANDCUFFS: One set of chain-link handcuffs. ONLY silver or black are acceptable,

other colors are not. Smith & Wesson, Peerless, ASP are all good brands. No hinged

handcuffs are utilized during academy training, ONLY chain-link.

30) $12 TACTICAL HANDCUFF KEY: Two inch long handcuff key used during training blocks

when cuffs are applied and removed repeatedly. Keys that come with the handcuffs are

too small.

31} $150 FLASHLIGHT: Police flashlight needed in WEEK# 4.

32) $25 LOCKER SUPPLIES: For use during Physical training (PT) Recruits will need a lock

(combination is best) for the gym locker, towel, soap, shampoo, shower shoes (slides/

flip-flops) & supplies.

33} $50 WRESTLING SHOES: New or used, worn when in the Defensive Tactics room and PT

mat room to prevent knee injuries (twisting), protect the mats, and provide ankle

support. Black, dark navy blue, or any other color are acceptable.

34) $60 CROSS-TRAINER SHOES: Athletic shoes worn on the gymnasium floor and outside 

for all activities the wrestling shoes and running shoes are not worn.

35) $15-$40 STRIKE/BOXING/MMA GLOVES: One pair of training gloves - can be black, 

red, white or dark blue colors, can be new or used. If unsure, wait until day# 1 of PT to 

check with instructor for exact types allowed.
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36) $10 MOUTHPIECE: Boxing or football style plastic mouthpiece. Often "boil & bite" 

style to form-fit and protect teeth/mouth during Red-man and other Defensive 

Tactics full-contact training.

37) $75 ASP EXPANDABLE BATON & BELT HOLDER: Issued, purchased or borrowed. 

Used only for one day during the academy as part of the Defensive Tactics block on 

impact weapons.

38) $30 TOURNIQUET: SOFTT-Special Operations Tactical Tourniquet, CAT 

Combat Application Tourniquet, or Agency approved/provided tourniquet (needed 

WEEK# 8).

39) $75 RUNNING SHOES: *OPTIONAL* athletic shoes worn specifically for running. 

Provide arch support. Some recruits wear cross-trainers to run.

40) $17 JUMP ROPE: *OPTIONAL* Rope style jump rope used in PT. The academy has 
a supply of jump ropes, many Recruits prefer to use their own.

41) $10 PROTECTIVE CUP: Protective cup for males placed in compression shorts 

during Defensive Tactics and/or Physical Training.

42) $10 COMPRESSION SHORTS: *OPTIONAL* Underwear worn with Physical Training 

(PT) uniform, under the gym-shorts, for support and modesty. *may want to buy 2

43) $30 SPARRING HELMET: MANDATORY Soft sparring helmet, "Dyna Head" model 

from Macho brand (or similar) in black, red, or dark blue. To be used during 

"Red-Man" scenarios and ground fighting. Mandatory to be worn. Recruits may opt to 

obtain a new one, or a used helmet from a prior Recruit. Used ones may be found on 

ebay.

44) $160 Approx. $2 a day  for coffee fund, snack fund, class gift, and other 

miscellaneous costs.

45)  $50 for optional T-shirt orders, specialty hats, etc ..... 

NOTE: The long sleeve law enforcement agency uniform shirt, tie, tie bar, metal name tag, 

metal badge, hat & hat badge will be worn with uniform trousers starting in week# 12. 
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- Watch BOTH Youtube videos:

o # 1 Suburban Law Enforcement Academy - Orientation Speech (50 min),

https.//www.youtube.com/watch?v=6l(kN-Mr D7c&t=85s 

and 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tt44JtoaO0

o #2 College of DuPage Day in the Life at SLEA (15 min)
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Inappropriate Relationships, Fraternization and Public Displays of Affection Policy 

1. APPLICABILITY: This policy applies to all Recruits, Faculty, Staff and other personnel employed,
assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy {SLEA).

2. PURPOSE: The Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA) has a zero-tolerance policy strictly
prohibiting Inappropriate Relationships, Fraternization and Public Displays of Affection {PDA).
These behaviors are unprofessional, and have no place in a police academy. They are a serious
distraction to the educational, training and workplace environments.

3. PUBLIC DISPLAYS OF AFFECTION: Prohibited PDA includes any physical contact, wanted or
um,yanted, that may make others uncomfortable, or serves as a distraction.

4. Some specific examples of prohibited PDA include but are not limited to:_ intimate touching,
touching of the groin, buttocks or breast area, hand holding, walking arm-in-arm (escorting),
fondling, cuddling, hugging, 11bro-hug", embracing, kissing, air-kisses, blowing-kisses, touching
noses (butterfly kisses), chest-bumping, sitting on another's lap, massages, shoulder rubs,
touching the face, caressing, pinching, tickling, grooming, rubbing, or fixing/stroking hair.

5. The only types of social physical contact allowed by Recruits (and Faculty/Staff when interacting
with Recruits) are: traditional professional handshakes, and the occasional congratulatory fist
bump or 11high five".

6. INNAPROPRIATE LANGUAGE: Prohibited language includes any term of endearment, romance
or familiarity that are unprofessional and have no place in a police academy. They are a serious
distraction to the educational, training and workplace environments. Some specific examples .
include but are not limited to: "sweetie", "honey", 11babe", "cutie", 11sweetheart" and 11sugar".
Recruits should be addressed as 11Recruit {last name)" and others by their rank/title, rank/title &
last name (example: Sargent Smith) or simply "sir" / 11ma'am".

7. There will be physical contact between Recruits and other Recruits, as well as Recruits and
Instructors during Defensive Tactics (DT), Physical Training {PT), and other tactical training. All
such contact shall always be done in a professional manner.

8. RECRUIT RELATIONSHIPS: SLEA Recruits shall refrain from inappropriate relationships,
fraternization and PDA while on campus or while attending and/or participating in a SLEA related
activity.
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9. Any relationship that interferes with the culture of teamwork or the harmonious work

environment of the academy will be addressed by the Academy Director. Adverse behavior, or

behavior that affects the academy because of a personal relationship will not be tolerated.

10. Recruits are sometimes put in leadership positions such as Class Officer, Duty Recruit, Drill and

Ceremony Recruit, Squad Leader, or Team / Group Leader and are responsible for the

supervision and accountability of fellow Recruits. Those in a position of power, with the ability

to impact careers, must understand that close relationships with fellow Recruits may be

perceived as involving undue favoritism, misuse of authority, or sexual harassment.

11. A Recruit who dates, becomes romantically involved, is in a close friendship, or in an overly

familiar, intimate, or a sexual relationship with another Recruit while at the academy creates a

potential serious problem. Such relationships can result in allegations of favoritism or sexual

harassment years or decades after the fact.

12. FACULTY AND STAFF: Faculty and Staff are responsible for the teaching, training, evaluation,

supervising and disciplining of Recruits. Those in a posi_tion of power, with the ability to impact

careers, must understand that close relationships with Recruits may be perceived as involving

undue favoritism, misuse of authority, or sexual harassment.

13. Fraternization includes socializing, friendly associating, eating and drinking outside of the

academy environment. Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned, detailed or

attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA) shall maintain a professionally

distant relationship with current SLEA Recruits at all times. Recruits shall maintain a

professionally distant relationship with Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned,

detailed or attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA).

14. Faculty and Staff shall refrain from inappropriate relationships, fraternization and/or PDA with

Recruits. There will be no dating, romantic involvement, close friendship, or overly familiar,

intimate, or a sexual relationship between a current SLEA Recruit and any member of the

Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law

Enforcement Academy (SLEA).

15. FAMILY: Those in a position of power, with the ability to impact careers, must understand that

close family relationships with Recruits (Faculty, Staff, and fellow Recruit) may be perceived as

involving undue favoritism, or misuse of authority. "Family" includes but is not limited to

relationships through blood, marriage or civil union such as spouse, grandparent-grandchild,

parent-child, sibling, uncle/aunt, and cousin. It also includes "in-law" relationships (brother-in

law, sister-in-law, father-in-law, and mother-in-law) and "step" relationships (step-brother,

stepsister, step-father, and step-mother). It also includes "ex" relationships (ex-wife,

ex-husband, etc.)
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16. NOTIFICATION: It is in the best interest of SLEA to be free from allegations of real or perceived

favoritism. Therefore, in order to be transparent, all Recruits, Faculty, Staff or other personnel

employed, assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA)

shall make immediate written notification to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy Director if

they are (or were) in a relationship that can be characterized as dating, romantic involvement,

close friendship, or overly familiar, intimate, or a sexual relationship with a current SLEA Recruit,

Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law

Enforcement Academy. NOTE: To protect privacy - Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed,

assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy ONLY have to make

such a notification if the other party is a SLEA Recruit.

17. It is in the best interest of SLEA to be free from allegations of real or perceived favoritism.

Therefore, in order to be transparent, all Recruits, Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed,

assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA) shall make

immediate written notification to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy Director if they are

(or were) in a relationship that can be characterized as "family" with a current SLEA Recruit,

Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned, detailed or attached to the Suburban Law

Enforcement Academy. "Family" includes but is not limited to relationships through blood,

marriage or civil union such as spouse, grandparent-grandchild, parent-child, sibling, uncle/aunt,

and cousin. It also includes "in-law" relationships (brother-in-law, sister-in-law, father-in-law,

and mother-in-law) and "step" relationships (step-brother, step-sister, step-father, and step

mother). It also includes "ex" relationships (ex-wife, ex-husband, etc .. ) NOTE: To protect

privacy - Faculty, Staff or other personnel employed, assigned, detailed or attached to the

Suburban Law Enforcement Academy ONLY have to make such a notification if the other party is

a SLEA Recruit.

18. If there is an inappropriate public display of affection, or violation of this or any other any SLEA

policy, it is the responsibility of every Recruit to report it to staff immediately. Recruits should

immediately self-report if they are involved.

19. If a potential inappropriate relationship or other violation of policy is perceived, or suspected,

but has not been reported, as required by this policy, SLEA reserves the right to inquire about

such incidents or relationships.
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Introduction 

The staff at College of DuPage welcomes you to the Suburban Law Enforcement 
Academy. Our staff is dedicated to providing quality instruction and guidance to 
prepare you for a rewarding career in law enforcement. 

You have successfully passed all phases of the screening process for 
your agency. Therefore, we now assume that you have a sincere desire to 
become a police officer in ·the State of Illinois. This being true, your training 
experience will be both rewarding and enjoyable. Rewarding in terms of learning 
a profession to which you aspire enjoyable in terms of becoming familiar with 
the subject matter pertaining to that field of endeavor. 

The Recruit Guide is published in order to familiarize you with the rules 
and regulations, disciplinary process, evaluation format, and general guidelines. 

Each Recruit will be responsible for reading the Recruit Guide in its entirety and 
adhering to all rules and procedures contained in this guide. 

- 6.
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Guidelines and Regulations 

On behalf of the Staff, we welcome you to the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy. We are pleased 
to have you and h.ope that your training experience will be educational. 

In order to maintain a proper training schedule and atmosphere, Recruits are expected to adhere to the 
following standards: 

Guidelines 

Evaluation 

The Academy's system of evaluation has been designed to ensure that each Recruit meets the 
standards promulgated by the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer's Training and Standards Board. 
Throughout the, program, weekly examinations (in addition to the Firearms, Haz-Mat, and First Aid 
exams) will be given covering the previous week's material. Only those Recruits who maintain 
a minimum academic average of 70, or above, will be allowed to take the mandatory State 
Comprehensive Examination. The examination questions are generally of the multlple choice or 
true/raise type, however, periodic variations should be expected. 

Because of its importance, you wlll be required to perform satisfactorily in all phases of the firearms 
training. In order to be eligible to take the State of Illinois Comprehensive Certification Exam, Public Act 
79-652 requires that Recruits qualify with a minimum score of 80%, or above, on both the practical and 
written portions of the State Firearms Exams.

You will also be required to maintain a permanent notebook. The notebook shall contain any notes 
taken by the student, and all handout materials issued by instructors and staff. The notebook is a State of 
Illinois requirement, and subject to periodic examination and grading by the Academy instructors and 
staff. The notebook grade will be based on organization, neatness, maintenance, and content. Grading 
will be pass /fail. You must also complete LE.A.D.S. (less than full access)_Computer_Based_Training 
(CBT). In addition, you must complete National Incident Management System (NIMS) IS-10Dc, IS-200, and 
IS-70Db. The academy will provide resources to complete this training. If you have a certification from 
L.EAD.S., the CBT (less than full access) will be waived. This certification must be presented to 
academy staff to waive the training.

Academy Staff 

The Academy Staff is made up of a Director, Deputy Director, Program Coordinator(s)., Class 
Supervisor(s), instructors, and Administrative Assistants., All members of the Academy Staff are in 
place to ensure your success, as well as to ensure the proper implementation of Academy policy 
and procedures. ln addition, together we are responsible- for securing the highest quality education 
and training for Recruits. 

The Academy Staff are to conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times To protect the 
integrity of Suburban Law Enforcement Academy training and to avoid the .appearance of 
favoritism and impropriety, personal relationships are prohibited between instructors/staff and 
Recruits in basic training programs. 

. 8. 
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Academy Director 

The Academy Director oversees the Basic Academy and ensures that proper steps leading to the State 
of Illinois certification process are followed, and sets the Academy standards. 

Deputy Director - Basic Academy 

The Deputy Director of the Basic Academy oversees the day-to-day operation of the Basic Academy, 
Training Program, as well as evaluates its Instructors and Class Supervisors. In the absence of the 
Director, the Deputy Director assumes the duties of the Director of the Academy. 

Program Coordinator(s) - Basic Academy 

The Program Coordinator(s) assists the Deputy Director in the day-to-day operation of the Academy. In 
the absence of the Deputy Director, the Program Coordinator assumes the duties of the Deputy 
Director. 

Class Supervisor(s) 

The primary duty of the Class Supervisor(s) is to supervise the daily training activities 'of the Recruits 
attending the Academy. In addition, the Class Supervisor(s) are responsible for Recruit evaluations, 
enforcing all rules and regulations outlined in this guide, and acts as a liaison between Academy Staff 
and the Recruits. The Deputy Director may assign additional duties to the Class Supervisor(s). 

Instructors 

Instructors at the Academy have been selected for competence, interest, and expertise in their field of 
instruction. The instructors' primary responsibility is to provide Recruits with the training as outlined in 
the ILETSB basic law enforcement curriculum. Instructors will be responsible for ensuring that Recruits 
conduct themselves according to the rules and regulations outlined wi thin this guide during classroom 
sessions_. 

Duty Recruit/Assistant Duty Recruit Assignments 

Every Recruit will have the opportunity to be assigned Duty Recruit responsibilities for at least one day 
during the length of the course. This assignment will be in effect from 0001 to 2400 hours on the date of 
the assignment as posted in the classroom. The Assistant Duty Recruit will complete the Contact Time 

Form (Appendix B, page 36) and assist the Duty Recruit as needed. The Duty Recruit will assist the 
Class Supervisors in the day-to-day operations of the class. Additionally, the Duty Recruit will perform 
the following functions: 

1. Call the class to the position of Attention at the beginning of class.
2. Post the class flag every morning and retire it at the end of class each day.
3. Lead the class in the Pledge of Allegiance.
4. Read the Fallen Officer reports, post reports at the memorial in the morning, then onto the

front board in the evening. Circulate sympathy card per established procedures.
(see below).

5. Greet and introduce classroom visitors or dignitaries.
6. Print the following on the upper right corner of the front instructional writing board at the

front of the classroom prior to each instructors' presentation: Class Number;
Instructor's name, rank or title; and, instructional title.
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7. Maintain classroom supplies to include SLEA forms, handout materials for current blocks of 
instruction, and other materials as specified by Academy staff.

8. Coordinate with Academy staff in providing appropriate special instructional aids and 
supplies for blocks ot instruction (i.e. - first aid kit, athletic tape and wrap, REDMAN 
equipment, etc.)

9. Distribute and collect completed Course Evaluation forms (Appendix B, page 37) from all 
Recruits after each block of instruction as directed by Academy statf. Count and 
ensure that one is received from each Recruit prior to dismissal of class at the end of
each day.

10. Ensure that the classroom doors are closed whenever classroom is vacant.
11. Ensure that classroom instructional writing boards are-clean at the end of each day and 

that the general appearance of the classroom is maintained in a neat and orderly fashion.
12.Ensure that the hall closet is clean and neat in appearance at the end of each day to include 

that all waste and personal items are removed. Any personal items should be released 
to Academy staff.

13.Any other duties assigned by Academy staff.

Sympathy Card Procedures 

Class BA 03-02 presented sympathy cards to the Academy as their class gift. On the front of the 
card is the SLEA logo. Inside is a quotation from the law Enforcement Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. These cards should be sent to the family of any identified fallen officer who has lost his/her life 
in the line of duty during the course of the specific class.

The Duty Recruit shall pass around one card for each fallen officer. Recruits shall sign on the inside left 
of the card. Traditionally, Recruits have included their badge numbers next to their signature. 

Class Supervisors will obtain a mailing address for each parent agency for the fallen ofticer(s). The 
Academy will pay for the postage and mail the cards. The objective is to send the cards the same day 
the Academy receives the fallen bfficer notification report. 
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Introduction of Instructors 

The Duty Recruit will follow the below listed protocol when introducing instructors: 

1. Report to the classroom early and confirm the identity of the instructor and the name·of the
topic he/she will be instructing. In the event that an instru·ctor is not the first instructor 
ot the day, the Duty Recruit will meet with the instructor as soon as the instructor 
enters the classroom. 

2. When all Recruits are present and the instructor is ready to begin class, the Duty Recruit will
call the class to the position of Attention from his/her position behind his/her assigned 
chair. 

Example: Duty Recruit: "Class, Stand by. - Class, Attention! ,. Class BA __ 
wishes to Welcome Officer Smith from the Downers Grove 
Police Department. He/She will be instructing the class on 
Crime Scene Processing." 

*State the introduction loud, crisp and with authority!

Introduction of Visitors or Dignitaries 

The Duty Recruit will follow the below listed protocol when introducing visitors or dignitaries: 

1. Meet with visitors or dignitaries outside the classroom and introduce him/her self.
2. Obtain names of visitors or dignitaries and what agency each represents along with the

purpose for the visit. 
3. Duty Recruit will enter the classroom and stand behind his/her assigned seat and raise

his/her hand to be recognized by the instructor. 
4. After receiving recognition from the instructor, the Duty Recruit will advise the instructor that

visitors are present to be Introduced to the class. The Duty Recruit will then call the 
class to the position of Attention and introduce each visitor or dignitary with a 
statement regarding the purpose of their visit. (i.e. - "to observe the class" or "to 
address the class") 

Example: Duty Recruit: "Class, Stand by. - Class, Attention!' Class BA___ 

Class Officers 

wishes to welcome Chief Newton from the Lombard 
Police Department and Director Hayden from the Addison Police 
Department. They will be observing our class today." 

*State the introduction loud. crisp and with authority!

During the fifth week of training, the Academy Director or his/her designee will authorize an election for 
the position of Class President, Vice President, and Treasurer. The respective positions will 
typically be assumed Monday of week six.. There will be one ballot for President, with the Recruit 
receiving the second highest number of votes becoming Vice-President. 

Class President will act as the class spokesperson, as well as liaison between the class and Class 
Supervisors and ensures proper class conduct in the event an instructor fails to appear. In the absence 
of a Class Supervisor, he/.she will then notify an Academy staff member immediately. 
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Vice President(s) - The Vice President(s) assumes the responsibilities of the President when he/she is 
unavailable. The Vicf3 President(s) is responsible for establishing committees to handle functions such 
as: planning the graduation party, identify the class and supeNisor gifts and budget, identify whether or 
not to cater food to off-site training events. 

Treasurer - The Treasurer will work with the Vice President(s) to set a budget for the above listed 
activities, will collect the funds from each Recruit to fund those activities, disburse the funds to vendors 
for seNices/ goods received and will provide the Class an account balance every two weeks or as 
required by the Class President. 

Class Schedule 

Generally, class hours are 0800-1700 hours, Monday through Friday. Several exceptions do occur, 
such as physical fitness training, and scenarlo training. Recruits are directed to the class schedule for 
specific class time information. Classroom instruction will consist of 50 minutes of instruction and a 10-
minute break every hour. However, the instructor may, if necessary, alter this schedule with prior 
concurrence of the appropriate Academy staff member. 

Classroom Protocol 

Any form of photography, video, or audio recording of any SLEA training by Recruits is strictly prohibited 
unless otherwise authorized by the Director or his designee. 

The protocol for asking questions of instructor/member of staff during class is outlined below and may 
be modified by the instructor. 

1. Raise your hand.
2. When recognized by the instructor/member of staff, ST AND and then address him/her by

Sir and/or Ma'am.
3. You will announce yourself by saying in a command voice, "Recruit _of the __ Police

Department
4. Ask your question.

Additionally, the protocol for beginning any classroom course of instruction will be done in this fashion: 

1. Upon entering the classroom, walk to your assigned seat and remain standing at the position of 
Attention facing the front of the classroom and maintain silence. The only exception will be when 
entering the classroom for the first time each day. All Recruits will place themselves at the At 
Ease position until the Duty Recruit calls the Class to the position of Attention.*

2. Duty Recruit will make sure everyone is standing at his/her assigned seat position until the 
instructor or staff member enters the classroom.

3. Duty Recruit will then command the clas_s to Take Seats.

4. If there is a delay of more than a minute between the designated time of return to the classroom 
and the arrival time of the instructor, the Duty Recruit will command the class to Take Seats.

5. Any conversation will be limited to necessary and pertinent training issues while awaiting further 
direction from the Academy staff or Class Supervisors. Conversation will be as minima/ as 
possible and at a low volume. All conversation will cease upon arrival of the instructor.

•The Class Motto will be stated in unison by the Recruits immediately after being called 
to Attention.
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Procedure for Reporting to Academy Office 

Occasionally, it may be necessary for a Recruit to report to one of the Academy's administrative offices 
to speak to a supervisor or as directed by a member of staff. The reporting Recruit shall follow the 
below listed protocol: 

1. Knock on the door and wait for it to be opened. You will announce yourself by saying In a  
command voice, "Recruit ____ ,r equests to speak to 
2. Remain at this location (at the position of Parade Rest until greeted by a member of the 
Academy staff. Academy staff personnel will acknowledge your presence and direct you to 
the person requested.
3. Follow this procedure at all academy staff offices.

Please see your Class Supervisor should you have any questions regarding this procedure. 

Awards 

Six awards are given for each class. They are described as follows: 

1. Raymond A. Murrell
Leadership

Presented to the Recruit who most effectively and efficiently fulfills the role of 
a leader in meeting Academy goals and objectives. 

2. Academic Achievement: Presented to the Recruit who has achieved the highest cumulative

3. Marksmanship:

4. George Graves:

5. Timothy Jones
Physical Fitness (2):

Lunchroom Facilities 

average on the weekly tests over the fourteen-week cycle of training. 

Presented lo the Recruit who displays the highest levels of safe and 
proficient use of firearms exhibited through achievement of the highest 
overall qualification scores on the State qualification course. 

Presented to the Recruit who best exhibits the integrity, character, 
dedication and ethical attitude which a law enforcement professional 
should demonstrate. The award is named in honor of Chief George 
Graves (Retired) - one of the most influential people and a primary 
driving force in the establishment of the Suburban Law Enforcement 
Academy. 

Two awards are Presented to the Recruit(s) who have consistently 
exhibited a positive attitude, strong desire to excel and achieved the 
highest levels of fitness in all phases of conditioning. 

Recruits will be confined to lunch facilities within the Homeland Security Training Center (HTC), unless 
otherwise authorized by the Director or his designee. All Academy rules and regulations remain in 
effect if Recruits leave campus for lunch or dinner. When Recruits remain on campus, consumption of 
food and beverages will be confined to designated areas. Refuse is to be disposed of in the proper 
containers. 
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Parking 

Students will park his/her vehicles only in designated areas. Student parking is located at the west side 
(Fawell) of the HEC building. Parking lot #1 will be used when attending training at the Physical 
Education buildi11g. To prevent thefts from autos do not leave articles, packages, or any valuables in 
open view. Always remember to lock your vehicle before leaving it unattended. 

Personal Telephone Calls 

Incoming telephone calls and messages to the Academy office for Recruits will not be accepted, except 
in cases of emergency. If a Recruit's presence is needed at home or elsewhere, due to an emergency, 
the administrative assistants at the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy office will accept the call and 
notify the affected Recruit. Outgoing calls will be allowed only for business or emergency situations and 
must be approved by Academy staff. If an agency calls the me·ssage will be given to the recruit by the 
class supervisor and the recruit wtll be allowed to contact his/her department. 

Dress Code 

All Recruits are required to comply with the Academy's dress code. The following items will be required 
during the weeks determined by the Academy staff. 

Shirt: Recruits will wear the Academy designated shirt with Academy logo. 
Pants: In the classroom, Recruits will wear black or navy blue dress/uniform pants with a black belt. 

Ornamental belt buckles are prohibited. During practical training, Recruits may wear black or 
navy blue BOU utility/cargo type pants. No jeans will be worn at any time. 

Boots: Black police boots are required. Boots must be hand polished to a glossy finish. Suede, corfam, 
clarino, vinyl, patent leather or canvas materials are not allowed. No ornamental enhancements are 
allowed (e.g. metal buckles or buttons). 

Upon order of the Academy Staff, police Recruits will wear their individual Department's uniform. 

Recruits will be in their Department's long sleeve shirt "Dress" uniform for the graduation ceremony on 
the final day of the training program. Full leather gear, including firearm (unloaded) is to be worn. 

No shorts, tank tops, sweat clothes, T-shirts, cut-off shorts, or physical training cl0thing are allowed in 
the classroom unless otherwise authorized by the Academy Director. In order to prevent the display of 
offensive attire, clothing containing logos (except for the academy logo or a class logo approved by the 
Director of the academy), lettering, or any other graphic art is prohibited. All authorized apparel will be 
worn in the manner for which it was designed unless otherwise directed by Academy Staff. Anytime 
"civilian dress" is worn at or in conjunction with the Academy, it must be professional, conservative and 
appropriate. 

Injuries/ Sickness 

A Recruit who is injured and or becomes ill at any time while assigned to the academy must 
immediately report the illness to a Class· Supervisor or other Academy staff in their absence. The recruit 
shall immediately report !he injury or illness to their respective agency. 

Inability to participate in the physical training sessions due to an injury must be verified by a licensed 
medical doctor. ·No Recruit will be able to resume participation until released to do so by a licensed 
medical doctor. 

All injuries will be reported to the injured Recruits' respective departments IMMEDIATELY by the 
appropriate Academy representative. Any documentation concerning medical attention for the treatment 
of an injury must be forwarded to the Class Supervisor and the Recruit's respective agency as soon as 
possible. 
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Written Memorandums 

Four types of memos will be required for specific incidents. All memos will be submitted before 1700 
hours on the day when the Recruit is notified 0r the incident occurs. All memos submitted will be 
printed in black ink and must be grammatically correct. Correction fluid will not be used. Copies of all 
memos will be sent to the Recruit's department with his/her evaluations (3 times during the Academy}. 
(See Appendix 8.} 

A. Types (of memorandums)
1. Memorandum: To be submitted when an issue arises as specified by any

Academy staff or faculty member.
2. Report of Medical Treatment To be submitted when a Recruit has been

ill or injured.
3. Request for Excused Absence: To be submitted if a Recruit has been

subpoenaed for court, ifa family emergency occurs, or any other event
necessitating an absence.

4. Incident Form: To be submitted when reporting an incident requiring
further action.
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Rules and Regulations 

Introduction: 

The high standards of conduct required of a Recruit are 1he same as those expected of a police officer. 
A Recruit's conduct must be above reproach at all times both on and off campus. To accomplish this, 
the Recruit must be thoroughly familiar with the rules, policies, and procedures outlined in the Recruit 
Guide. 

The purpose of the Ac;:ademy discipline system is to promote and maintain order and provide an 
optimum learning environment for the Recruit. The aim is, therefore, to develop the self-discipline 
necessary for the Recruit to function effectively in a position of public trust and for each Recruit to 
accept full responsibility for his or her actions, or failure to act. It is intended to be a just, instructional 
and corrective police discipline system by providing practical applications of the concept of personal 
accountability. 

The following rules and regulations have been established by the Academy. They are classified by 
levels of disciplinary action. 

Definitions 

A. ACADEMY, - The Suburban Law Enforcement Academy including the entire College of DuPage 
Campus, Firearms Range, and any other site designated or used for training purposes.

B. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE - Any substance defined as "controlled substances" in Title 21, 
Section 802, United States Code; Title 21, Part 1301.02, Code of Federal Regulations; 720 
ILCS 570/ 102, of the Illinois Compiled Statutes; and kcannabis" as defined in 720 ILCS 550/ 3, 
of the Illinois Compiled Statutes.

C. INTOXICATION - The consumption of alcohol or alcoholic beverages or controlled substances, 
or the use of prescribed or non-prescribed drugs or chemicals which cause such impairment of 
mental or physical faculties as diminishes a person's ability to act with ordinary care.

D. ORDER - Any command, direction or cha�ge given by the Academy Director, Deputy 
Director, Program Coordinator(s), Class Supervisor(s) or lnstructor(s).

E. RECRUIT - Any person enrolled at The Suburban Law Enforcement Academy for the purpose 
of becoming a sworn peace officer in the State of Illinois.

F. STAFF - Academy Director, Deputy Director, Program Coordinator(s), Class 
Supervlsor(s), lnstructor(s),Role Players and Administrative Staff.

G. IMPROPER ACTION - Any action or omission to act which is contrary to the rules and 
regulations, policies, procedures and orders of this Academy, Including any Federal, State or 
Municipal laws. Unlawful action is not solely limited to criminal activity.

H. DISCIPLINARY ADVISORY COMMITTEE -Committee composed of the Deputy Director, 
Program Coordinator(s), and Class Supervisors. When required the committee will obtain and 
evaluate the facts of a particular Recruit violation and either determine or suggest the 
disciplinary action.
RECRUIT CARD - Recruits will carry issued 3x5 cards at all times. When an Academy staff 
member observes or has knowledge that a noteworthy incident has occurred, the Recruit will 
surrender the card on demand to that Academy staff member.
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Rules of Conduct 

Class I Rules: Violation of Class I rules is grounds for dismissal from the Academy. 

Rule 1: Honor Code of Conduct 

The Academy has established the Recruit Honor Code based on the United States Military 
Honor Code to foster a commitment to moral-ethical excellence essential to peace officers.- A 
Recruit shall not violate any tenets of the Recruit Honor Code that states "a Recruit will not lie, 
cheat or steal nor tolerate those who do". The Honor Code is contained in Appendix G. 

Rule 2: Fireanns 

A Recruit shall not be in possession of, or have under his or her control, a firearm, deadly 
weapons or ammunition at the Academy or on College of DuPage property unless directed 
to do so by the Academy Director, Deputy Director, Range Master, or Firearms Training 
Coordinator. Firearms or other weapons will not be stored at the Academy 
unless authorized by the Academy Director or Deputy Director. Non-commuting Recruits 
(those staying in local hotels or other temporary lodging) will not bring any firearms to the 
Academy until directed to do so for training purposes. Upon arrival at the Academy the Recruit 
will surrender the unloaded firearm to the Firearms Training Coordinator, Class Supervisors, 
Range Master, or Deputy Director for storage in the Academy's weapons vault. When recruits are 
responsible for a firearm, they shall keep control of it at all times and be responsible for 
knowing the location at all times and never leave it unsecured or unattended. 

Recruits shall follow all Firearm's Range Safety rules (See Appendix P) and all directions, 
instructions and procedures as given by any Master Firearm's Instructor (MFI) or Firearm's 
Training Coordinator. Any Class II Unsafe Conduct rule violation that a Recruit commits with a 
firearm shall cause that Class II Rule violation to become a Class I Rule violation. 

Rule 3: Substance Abuse 

Recruits shall not abuse any substance, whether legal or illegal while at the, Academy. This 
includes but is not limited to the consumption of alcohol, as well as prescription/non-prescription 
drugs. Violation of the rule includes but is not limited to being intoxicated, engaging in 
substarice abuse and/or possessing a controlled substance and/or cannabis. In addition to 
being dismissed from the Academy, any student found to be in possession of a controlled 
substance will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 

Rule 4: Gambling 

A Recruit shall not participate in or promote gambling in any form while attending at the Academy. 

Rule 5: Insubordination 

A Recruit shall not willfully, or intentionally disregard, or refuse to obey Academy staff orders, 
rules or general guidelines whether expressed or implied, which are given or promulgated 
under lawful authority related to attendance at the Academy. This includes an order relayed by 
another Recruit. If Academy Staff issues an order that conflicts with a previously issued order, 
Recruits should respectfully call  attention to the conflict.  If the second order is not rescinded, 
then that order shall stand. 
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Rule 2: Absences/Tardiness 

A Recruit shall not be absent from the Academy without the authorization of the Academy 
Director or his designee and with the concurrence of his/her agency. The Illinois Law 
Enforcement Training and Standards Board may allow a Recruit a cumulative excused 
absence time not exceeding 10% of the basic curriculum, or sub-sets thereof 
(Haz-Mat, firearms, defensive tactics, SFST, CPR, etc .. )

Notification of and Proper Authorization for Absences 

A Recruit may be excused from his/her daily assignments only for good cause, (i.e., death in 
the family, mandatory court appearances etc.). Requests for excused absences must be 
submitted in writing to the Class Supervisor at least 24 hours in advance of the date to be 
excused. 

If a Recruit is unable to report for duty due to illness or circumstances beyond his/her control, 
the Recruit must notify his/her agency and Academy personnel via instructions provided by the 
Deputy Director (calling tree memorandum). Notification must be made at least 1 (one) hour 
prior to the start of scheduled activities. 

A Recruit shall not be tardy or late for any Academy training function, whether conducted on or off 
campus without prior permission of the Academy Director or his designee. Any Recruit who is tardy 
or late for any academy training function three (3) times shall receive a four (4) hour suspension from 
academy training on the third incident of being tardy or late. Any further incidents of the Recruit 
being tardy or late shall increase suspension time for each such incident. Excessive incidents of 
being tardy or late (five or more) may result in the Recruit's dismissal from the Academy. 

Rule 3: Tobacco 

College of DuPage is a smoke free environment. Possession of tobacco or smokeless tobacco is 
prohibited in any area owned or operated by the College of DuPage. 

Rule 4: Unsafe Conduct 

A Recruit shall not engage in any activity or behavior or fail to take action that places or may 
place his or her safety or the safety of another person at risk. (See Class I Firearm's Rule for 
enhancement of this Class II Rule). 

Rule 5: Notification of Illness, Injury, Change in Physical Condition, or Use of 
Medication ( s) 

Recruits shall immediately notify a Class Supervisor or, in their absence, a member of the 
Academy staff of any illness, injury or change in his/her medical or. physical 
condition. Likewise a Recruit will notify a Class Supervisor or, in their absence, a member of 
the Academy staff of his/her use of any medication and the necessity for 1his medication. 
Notification will be verbal followed up with a written memorandum. For prescription 
medications, the notification shall include a copy of the prescription indicating the name of 
the medication, the medication's strength and dosage and the prescribing physician with 
address and phone number; for a nonprescription or an over-the-counter medication, the 
notification shall include, if applicable, the name of the medication and the medication's strength 
and dosage. Notification will include any known effect that could impact his/her ability to 
participate in training. The need for a (and location of) an emergency rescue inhaler and/or epi
pen shall be made known to the class supervisors and the primary instructor of all physical 
training (PT) and defensive tactics (OT) classl!s. 
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DISCIPLINARY PROCESS 

A violation of Academy rules and regulations as set out in the Recruit Guide may result in the 
following disciplinary process: 

Class I Sanctions 

Following a Class I rule violation the Disciplinary Advisory Committee (DAC) will investigate the 
allegation and prepare a written disciplinary recommendation for the Academy Director's review 
and action. The Academy Director may suspend the Recruit from the academy pending the 
results of the internal investigation. 

Once the internal investigation is complete and the DAC has rendered a recommendation, the 
Academy Director will provide the Recruit with a written notice of the violation(s) and the 
disciplinary action. If the Recruit is absent from the academy the Academy Director will advise the 
Recruit of the violation(s) and the disciplinary action verbally and document this verbal 
conversation. 

If the Academy Director intends to Dismiss the Recruit the Academy Director shall forward the 
recommendation to the Dismissal Review Board (ORB) for approval before formal dismissal of the 
recruit. The DAB shall be comprised of: (1) The Associate Dean of Public Services; (2) The 
Chairman of the SLEA Advisory Committee: and (3) The Head of the COD Criminal Justice 
Department. A member of the DAB can assign their review to a designee if they are unavailable 
or a conflict exists. The ORB shall review the Director's recommendation and render a finding 
within three (3) business days of receiving the case review. A majority of the DAB (2 of the 3 
members) is necessary to render a Formal approval of Dismissal. Once approval is rendered 
from the DAB the academy Director shall Formally Dismiss the Recruit from the Academy. 

A Recruit may appeal his or her Recommended Dismissal within two (2) business days of 
receiving notice from the Academy Director of the Recommended Dismissal. The appeal must 
be reviewed and supported by the Recruit's Chief of Police or Sheriff of the Recruit's 
sponsoring agency. With the Chief's or Sheriff's approval, the appeal shall be sent to the COD 
Dean of Continuing Education for review. The Dean shall give the Appeal information to 
the members of the DAB more their consideration before rendering their decision. The 
decision of the DAB is final with no further review available. 
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Recruit Evaluation Format 

Overview 

The Academy's system of evaluation has been designed to ensure that each Recruit meets the 
standards set forth by the Illinois Law Enforcement Officer's Training Board. Throughout the program, 
weekly examinations will be given. The examinations will be comprised of questions that relate directly 
to the materials presented by the instructors. Only those Recruits, who maintain a cumulative 
average of 70% or above, will be eligible to take the Mandatory State Law Enforcement Officers 
Certification Examination. Additional examinations include the State Firearms Certification, CPR/
First Aid Certification, Hazardous Material Certification, and Field Sobriety Certification. 

Because of its importance, you will be required to perform satisfactorily in all phases of the firearms 
training. In order to be eligible to take the State of Illinois Comprehensive Certification Exam, Public Act 
79-652 requires that Recruits qualify with a minimum score of 80%, or above, on both the practical and 
written portions of the State Firearms Exams.

Evaluations 

Class Supervisors will complete an evaluation on each Recruit at the conclusion of weeks five, ten, and 
sixteen. The evaluations will address the following: 

1. Spirit
2. Leadership
3. Effort
4. Attitude
5. Command Bearing
6. Appearance
7. Communication
8. Relationships
9. Physical Fitness and Skills
1 O. Academic Performance 

For the afor�mentioned ten categories, Recruits will receive one of the following ratings: 

5 Excellent

4 Good 

3 Satisfacto!}'. 

2 Fair 

1 Poor 

Recruit's performance consistently exceeds expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance meets and occasionally exceeds 
expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance meets expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance is below the expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance does not meet the minimum acceptable level 
for his/her position. 

NOTE: Recruits may be rated in the Fair (#2) category if they are significantly below the class average 
on exam scores, even though they may be at or above the 70% minimum. In addition to the above 
categories, the Class Supervisor will also complete a "summary comments" section. This section will 
be reserved for any additional information concerning a Recruit's performance, which may not be 
covered in the aforementioned categories. 
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Grading System 

The grading system for all Academy tests will f_ollow those of College of DuPage. There will be no 
rounding of test scores. The system is as follows: 

► A 100 - 90% 
► B 89- 80%
► C 79- 70%

NOTE: Any score below 70% on a test will be deemed a failure. Only those Recruits, who 
maintain a cumulative average of 70% or above, will be eligible to take the Mandatory State 
Law Enforcement Officers Certification Examination. 

Notebooks 

Recruits will also be required to maintain a permanent notebook as prescribed by the State of Illinois. 
All Notebooks will be checked for organization, neatness, maintenance and content as part of the 
weekly evaluation process. Any defidencies in the notebooks will be noted in the "summary comments" 
section of the Recruit's evaluations. The notebooks will be graded a_ s pass or fail.

A. Purpose

Notebooks serve several functions. They compile a permanent reference for the Recruit, 
compile study material, and assist the Academy staff in periodic and final evaluation of the 
Recruit. The notebook is to be retained by the Recruit. 

B. General requirements

Notes will be taken on all subjects and will be deemed satisfactory by content, spelling, and 
·accuracy.

RECRUIT PEER REVIEW PROGRAM

Overview 

The overall goal of the Peer Review Program is to gain an unbiased insight into the character, 
performance, attitude and work ethic or each Recruit, as seen from the perspective of t.he Recruits' own 
classmates. The Peer Review Program has the additional benefits of: teaching Recruits to objectively 
and fairly evaluate their fellow Recruits, hold one another accountable tor their actions, constructively 
criticize sub-standard performance and recognize exceptional performance. A counseling session is a 
meeting with the recruit to discuss the strengths and deficiencies of the Peer Review. 

Implementation 

There will be a one hour orientation with the Class Supervisors during the first two weeks of the 
academy concerning the Peer Review Program. The orientation will be instructed by the Deputy 
Director or his designee. 

First Peer Review: Last Day of Week five, Counseling Sessions the following work week. 
Second Peer Review: Last Day of Week ten, Counseling Sessions the following work week. 
Third Peer Review: Wednesday of Week sixteen. 
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Recruit Orientation Objectives 

1. Explain the purpose of the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy's Recruit Peer Review Program, including
its benefits as part of the overall Recruit Evaluation process.

2. Explain the potential consequences for individual Recruit evaluations which are substandard.
3. Explain the criteria for accurately and objectively evaluating fellow Recruits.

Process 

1. Recruits will only review fellow Recruits within their designated squads.
2. Squads will be assigned in the first week of Recruit training by the Program Coordinator and will

generally consist of no fewer lhan 8 officers or more than 15 officers. The Coordinator will initially
make the squads as close to the maximum riumber as possible.

3. No Recruit may review fellow Recruits if he or she was absent from training to such an extent that they
did not have at least four weeks to train with the class.

4. All Peer reviews will be anonymous.
5. Each Recruit will be given one Peer Review form for each member of his or her squad.

6. Each Recruit will rank each member of the squad from first (#1) to last and place the ranking on the
Peer Review form. (Appendix M)

7. Each Recruit will rate the fellow Recruits in the squad in the listed areas.
8. The peer reviews will have a narrative section that must be completed by the Recruit conducting the

review.
9. The peer reviews will be collected by a class supervisor. Copies will be provided to the Deputy

Director for review prior to the Recruit Evaluation being completed.
10. Class Supervisors will utilize information from the Peer Review process as part of their overall Recruit's

Evaluation preparation.
11. Counseling will commence as necessary during the Recruit -Supervisor meetings conducted to present

the Recruit Evaluation(s).
12. Peer review records will be maintained permanently in the Recruit's individual Recruit file.
13. Peer reviews may be considered for any remedial or disciplinary action that the Academy Director

deems to be warranted. However, poor ranking within the squad will not be the sole determining factor.
Rather, the summary of statements made regarding the Recruit should be the most important factor to 
consider.
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Required Physical Training/Defensive Tactics Equipment 

All police Recruits are required to have the following equipment in order to participate in the physical 
training and defensive tactics programs. All Recruits will be fitted for his/her physical training 
equipment' upon passing the State of Illinois Power Test. A vendor will be on hand during the power 
test. 

1. One long sleeved Academy cotton sweatshirt, Gray in color.

2. One pair of full-length Academy cotton sweat pants. Black in color.

3. Three Gray Academy "T-shirts".

4. Two pairs of Academy gym shorts. NOTE:May wear "compression shorts" underneath.

5. A good quality athletic shoe for physical fitness training. The sole must be a rubberized
type materlal, non-marring soles.

6. One pair of wrestling shoes for defensive tactics training in the mat room (mandatory).

7. White or black sweat socks that have no stripes, logos or ornamentation.

B. Males may wear athletic supporters/cups as needed.

9. Females must wear sports bras.

10. A combim_ition or key lock is required for use in the daily locker room.

11. You must bring your own shower supplies - towels, soap, shower shoes, etc.

12. One piece rubber mouth piece.

13. Two pair of full length BOU/utility/cargo pants, black or navy blue in color.

14. Plain black or navy blue pullover knit hat, no logos or ornamentation, for cold weather
outside activities.

15. Strike Gloves (mandatory).

16. Jump Rope (optional).

17. Protective Head Gear (Sparring Helmet) for "Red Man" & ground fighting (mandatory).

NOTE: 

A. When you are fitted for your uniform for physical training, be sure to order the sweat suit one
size larger than you normally wear. The sweat suits have a tendency to shrink at least one
size. You may order additional attire during the first week of the academy at your cost.

B. The Academy is not responsible for any items left in the lockers, whether secured or unsecured.
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Basic Course# BA 00-00 

To: Director 

From: Recruit Doe 

Via: Chain o.f Command 

Date: 06/02/2023 

Re: Tardiness 

Memorandum Form 

[8J 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

Original 

2nd Draft 

3rd Draft 

4th Draft 

5th Draft 

Narrative: 
On Friday, June 2, 2023, at 0810 hours, I, Recruit Doe was late to class.  The class start time is 0800 and 
I arrived at 0810.1 was ten minutes late. I was late because I failed lo respond to my alarm clock. Tlris is 
mzacceplable in law enforcement because crime or citizens will not wait for me. I wi1l correct this bv using 
two alarm clocks to wake me up in the moming. This infraction will not huppen again. 

* No: Strike-Overs (sfoJ, erasure marks, abbreviations, contractions, erasable pens, or white out.

* Write in first person (e.g. I}

* Include, if an infraction: State what the infraction is, relevance to law enforcement, preventative measures

to assure it will not happen again, and finish by telling us this infraction will not happen again. 

* When completed, place in your supervisor's mailbox.

* Print only * Print legibly

* Black lnk * AttenUon to Detail

Signature - Recruit 

Approved 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Director 

Deputy Director 
Coordinator( s) 

Class Supervisor(s) 

Not Approved 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Police Department I Sheriff's Office 

Comments 

Signature - Academy Director 
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Items Required for First Day 
1. Report in the following clothing:

a. Plain white "pressed" long sleeve , civilian  dress shirt with collar. No polo-pullovers.
b. Black/navy blue slacks "Docker" style or uniform pants-pressed, single crease in the middle, no cuffs. No BDU's
c. Black police boots (leather toe) with polished shine (no corf am, clarino, patent leather or vinyl)
d. Black garrison belt (plain, or basket weave)
e. Black or navy blue.socks.

2. Back pack or Briefcase. Black pens, splral notebook/paper, and multi colored highlighters.
3. Watch-Black in color with stop watch feature. NO smart Watches or Apple Watches.
4. Clean shaven, no beards or mustaches, must have short hair, females - hair in a bun.
5. No make-up, no fingernail polish, have nails short and clean.
6. No earrings. ONLY jewelry on flnger, one ring and religious items (hidden from view).
7. Piece of paper with Chief/Liaison names, agency address, email, office and cell phone numbers.
8. Have a copy of THIS 'Recrui1 Guide" printed out, one sided. 3-hole punched paper, in a 1 inch BLACK 3-ring binder.

9. Bring your lunch and disposable bottle of water.

Items Required for Defensive Tactics
1. Straight or CoUapsible Baton, also Practice Baton and holder (only needed for one OT day.

2. Protective cup for males.

3. Leather gear: duty belt, holster. cuff case, keepers, magazine holder.

4. Handcuffs (chain linked ONLY) and long cuff key.

5. Red Gun practice firearm for your holster make/model (mandatory).

6. NO guns or ammunition; NO stun guns,NOO.C. Spray,NOTasers

7. NQ jewelry, NO watches in OT.

8. Fingernails must be cut to top of finger, no longer. Hair must be tightly done up.

9. Soft Sparing Helmet ("Dyna Head" type) (mandatory).

10. Mouthpieces (mandatory) and jump rope.

11. Two pair of BOU/utility/cargo pants, black or navy blue in color.

12. One pair of wrestling shoes for use on padded floor mats (mandatory).

13. Running Shoes, Cross-Trainer Shoes.

Items Required for Firearms Training

1. Firearm (upon Academy request):
2. FOID Card
3. Ammunition will be typically be provided by the academy in the following callber(s): .40, .45, .357sig, and 9mm. Shotgun

ammunition wilt also be provided. Any other type of ammunition must be provided by the employing agency (e.g. 10mm, or
carbine). The ammunition must be lead free, and preferred and newly manufactured. There will be DQ exceptions.

4. Body Armor mandatory for training on range days and must be provided by the Recruit.
5. Two pair of BOU/utility/cargo pants, black or navy blue in color.
6. SLEA baseball hat, or cold weather gear or rain gear, knit hat, as designated by Academy Staff.
7. Firearm Cleaning Kit including: cleaning rod, swabs, patches, bore brush, solvent & gun oll. (Group order will be made in class

In week one).
B. Shooting Glasses. ear protection, small police flashlight, holster, cuff case, keepers, gun be[t, and magazine holder.
9. Firearm practice "dummy'' rounds (group order in class).

Items Required for Week Twelve

Department uniform per departmental policy. Long sleeve uniform shirt, tie, tie-bar. badge, hat, hat-badge and hat-band.

Items Required for Graduation
Full dress uniform: This includes everything above and duty belt, unloaded firearm. firearm magazines and any other uniform
ornament that the employing agency may wear.
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VISITATION POLICY 

Policy 

It shall be the policy of the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy to encourage and welcome law enforcement 
administrators and members of the criminal justice system to visit the Academy whenever possible. SLEA Recruits 
are not allowed to receive visitors While at the academy (or during academy functions) without prior authority from the 
Director or his designee. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to provide for an orderly method of visitation to the Academy classroom and training 
venue. Furthermore, it is imperative that visitations are conducted in such a manner as to not disrupt the training process. 

Procedure 

Guests of the Academy are asked to comply with the following guidelines where appropriate: 

1. Notify the Academy Staff of any impending visit.

2. Check in with the Academy staff upon arrival. The office is located in HEC building, room 2034.

3. Present identification indicating affiliation with a unit of local government.

4. Notify the Academy Staff when you leave.
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Evaluation Process 

The Suburban Law Enforcement Academy has put together an effective Recruit Evaluation process. These 
evaluations will be completed three times after weeks, five, ten, and fourteen during the class. The academy 
has ten categories in which a Recruit will be evaluated: 

1. Spirit
2. Leadership
3. Effort
4. Attitude
5. Command Bearing
6. Appearance
7. Communication
8. Relationships
9. Physical Fitness and Skills
1 O. Academy Performance 

For the aforementioned ten categories, Recruits will receive one of the following ratings: 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Excellent 

Good 

Satisfactoty 

Fair 

Poor 

Recruit's performance consistently exceeds expectations of his/her pqsition. 

Recruit's performance meets and occasionally exceeds 
expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance meets expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance is below the expectations of his/her position. 

Recruit's performance does not meet the minimum acceptable level 
for his/her position. 

NOTE: Recruits may be rated in the Fair (#2) category if they are significantly below the class average 
on exam scores, even though they may be at or above the 70% minimum. In addition to the above 
categories, the Class Supervisor Will also complete a "summary comments" section. This section will be 
reserved for any additional information concerning a Recruit's performance, which may not be covered in 
the aforementioned categories. 
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Recruits at the Suburban Law Enforcement Academy (SLEA) are evaluated us"rng a scale of 1-5 for ten (10) 
categories. Supervlsors should evaluate Recruits based on where a typical (or average) Recruit should be at the 
particular stage of the training program. 

1. Spirit

Dedicated, hardy, enthusiastic, exhibits organizational pride & commitment to the profession.

2. Leadership
Character, integrity, ethical behavior, accountable, dependable, organized, meets deadlines, and is a role model.

3. Effort

Shows initiative, determined, prepared, studies hard, volunteers, & is punctual.

4. Attitude

Motivated, overcome.s disappointment, accepts constructive criticism, cheerful, and maintains a positive attitude.

5. Command Bearing
Professional demeanor, respectful, maintains composure, courteous, mature, assertive, secure, confident & decisive.

6. Appearance
Conforms to the SLEA dress code, uniforms and equipment in good order, "squared away' and passes inspection.

7. Communication
Prepares written memoranda and reports that are accurate, comprehensive, neat, logical and well-organized.
Speaks clearly in appropriate volume and tone, is able to express ideas in a concise manner.

8. Relalionships
Demonstrates good interpersonal skills while interacting with SLEA Statt and fellow Recruits.
Respects, supports & encourages peers, and Is a good team player.

9. Physical Skills

Defensive Tactics (handcuffing, strikes, defensive measures)
Physical Training (fitness, athleticism)

10. Academic Performance

Demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum and all class materials.
(Recruit's Average __ % vs. Class Average __ %)
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C. When a report is appropriate, the Duty Recruit, commands Squad Leaders, REPORT. The squad 

leaders, in succession from front to rear, turn his/her heads and eyes toward the Duty Recruit and 

report. For example:

1. Situation 1. When all squad members are in formation, the report is ','Sir/Ma'am, First 

Squad, All present."

2. Situation 2. When squad members are absent, the Recruits name and reasons for absence 
are reported:

Recruit Smith - Supervisor's office 
Recruit Jones - Court 
Recruit Williams - Unaccounted for 

D. After receiving the report from the squad leaders, the Duty Recruit faces about and awaits the
arrival of the instructor. When the instructor has hafted at the designated post, the Duty Recruit
reports, "Sir/Ma'am, All present," or "Sir/Ma'am, (number of) Recruits absent."

Ill. BREAKING RANKS 

A. A situation may require one or more individuals to leave the formation or receive specific
instructions from the instructor. The instructor directs: "Recruit Doe (pause), Front and
center," or "The following personnel front and center - Recruit Doe (pause), Recruit
Smith."

B. When the individual's name is called, that person assumes the position of attention and replies,
"Here, Sir/Ma'am." That individual then takes a (15-inch) step backward, halts, faces to the
right (left) in marching, and exits the formation by marching to the nearest flank. The individual
must clear the formation and begin to double time, and then halts two steps ·from and centered
on the instructor.

NOTE: When a group of individuals are called from the formation, the group forms centered on 
the instructor. The instructor should direct (point) the first person into position so the 
rank will be centered when the last person has joined the group. 

IV. COUNTING OFF

A. The class count off is in the same manner as the squad.

B. When in a line formation, the squad counts in unison from right to left. Each squad leader
sounds off, "ONE."

C. When in a column formation, the people abreast of each other count in unison from front to rear;
each squad leader sounds off, "ONE."
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V. ALIGNING THE CLASS

A. The class is aligned similar to the squad.

B. 0 n the command of execution DRESS, the first squad leader stands fast and serves as the 
base. Other squad leaders obtain correct distance by estimation. The members of the first 
squad execute in the same manner as in squad drill to obtain exact interval. All other squads 
execute as the first squad, except each squad member raises the left arm only for uniformity, 
actually covering (glancing out of the corner of the left eye) on the person to the front.

C. In order to obtain exact alignment, the Duty Recruit faces to the half left (half right) in marching 
and marches (on the command of execution DRESS) by the most direct route to a position on line 
with the first squad, halts one step from the squad leader or left flank person, and faces down the 
line. From this position, the Duty Recruit verifies the alignment of the first squad, directing the 
people to move forward or backward, as necessary, calling them by name:
''Recruit Jones, forward two inches; Recruit Smith, Backward four inches." The Duty 
Recruit remains at attention, taking short steps to the right or left as necessary, to see down the 
squad. Having aligned the first squad, the Duty Recruit centers on the first squad, faces to the 
left (right) in marching, taking two (three if at open ranks) short steps to the next squad, halts, 
faces, down the line, and aligns the squad in the same manner. After the last squad is aligned, 
the Duty Recruit centers on the squad leader by taking short steps left or right, faces to the right 
(left) in marching, returns to the position (centered on the class), halts perpendicular to the 
formation, faces to the left (right), and commands Ready, FRONT.

D. To align the class in column, the commands are COVER and RECOVER. On the command 
COVER, the fourth squad leader stands fast and serves as base. The squad leaders with the 
exception of the left flank squad leader, raise his/her arms laterally and turn his/her heads and 
eyes to the right. The members of the fourth squad raises his/her left arms horizontally (as in 
squad drill) to the front and cover the person to his/her front at correct distance. Squad 
members of the third, second and first squads raise his/her arms horizontally to the front (for 
uniformity only), cover on the person to the front, and, at the same time, glance out of the corner 
of his/her right eyes aligning on ·the person to his/her right. To resume the position of attention, 
the command is RECOVER. On this command, each person sharply returns to the position of 
attention.

VI. OPENING AND CLOSING RANKS

A. Open ranks, MARCH is executed from a line formation while at the halt It may be executed 
while at any of the prescribed intervals. The commands for these movements are Open ranks, 
MARCH and Close ranks, MARCH.

B. On the command of execution MARCH, the front rank takes two steps forward, the. second rank 
takes one step forward, the third rank stands fast, and the fourth rank takes one step 
backwards. If additional ranks are present, the fifth rank takes two steps backward, and the 
sixth rank takes four steps backward.

NOTE: After taking the prescribed steps, the recruits do not raise his/her arms. If the 
Duty Recruit wants exact interval or alignment, that person commands At close 
intervals (At double interval), Dress right, DRESS. 
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Approach for Clarification: Approaching a Recruit, whom you have reason to suspect of an honor violation, is a 
difficult duty but an inescapable responsibility never to be avoided. When attempting to resolve a question of 
honor, keep two things in mind: 

1. That the honor violation must consist of both the act and the intent to commit the act.

2. That because that student's integrity is being questioned, one must be prepared for a defensive or
negative initial response .

. A Recruit who belleves an honor violation may have occurred will approach the individual and give the 
suspected Recruit an opportunity to explain his or her actions. When approaching a Recruit for clarification, 
one should point out in a non-accusatory manner the exact action that is considered improp·er and request an 
explanation. If at atl possible, give the Recruit an opportunity to explain the situation before alleging it to be an 
"honor violation." Such an allegation is serious and, therefore, should be made only after considering both 
sides of the incident. 

Resolution: The obligation of students not to tolerate violations of the honor code requires that a Recruit who is 
aware of a suspected violation report it within a reasonable time to the proper authority unless he or she is 
successful in resolving the apparent violation in one of two ways, as follows: 

1. Seek clarification by asking the suspected Recruit to explain the circumstances which raised 
suspicions to see whether a misunderstanding or misperception is involved. If suspicion remains, take 
the following step.

2. Encourage the suspected Recruit to report him or herself. If the suspected Recruit fails to do so in 
a reasonable time, consider asking him or her about the matter again to ensure that the 
suspected Recruit understands the importance of personally reporting the incident. If he or she still does 
not report the incident in a reasonable time, report the incident.

Situations will sometimes arise which at first glance may appear to be violations of the Honor Code, but upon 
closer examination prove to be nothing more than a misunderstanding or misperception. In this eventuality, the 
student should drop the matter. It is important to recognize that the presence of any doubts regarding the 
matter necessitates the continued pursuit of proper resolution. Giving a Recruit "the benefit of the doubt" is not 
in keeping with proper reporting procedures and may constitute toleration. The resolved approach for 
clarification ·should be brought to the attention of the Deputy Director and explained as "clarified." This 
procedure lets the Deputy Directorknow that the Recruit is living according to the spirit of the non-toleration 
clause. This procedure also covers the approacher in the event of an investigation resulting from someone 
else's unresolved perspective of the same act. 

The essence of non-toleration is the seeking of resolution of acts that may be honor violations and/or the 
clarification of questionable acts with honor implications. 
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Notebooks 

Recruits will also be required to maintain a permanent notebook as prescribed by the State of Illinois. All 
Notebooks will be checked for organization, neatness, maintenance and content as part of the quarterly 
evaluation process. Any deficiencies in the notebooks will be noted in the "summary comments" section of 
the Recruit's evaluations. The notebooks will be graded as pass or fail. The notebook inspections will occur 
periodically by the Class Supervisors in conjunction with quarterly evaluations. 

A. Purpose

Notebooks serve several functions. They compile a permanent reference for the Recruit, 
compile study material, and assist the Academy staff in periodic and final evaluation of the 
Recruit. The notebook is to be retained by the Recruit. 

B. General requirements

Notes will be taken on all subjects and will be deemed satisfactory by content, spelling, and 
accuracy. 
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Classroom Lap-top computer Policy 

A. Purpose: To establish guidelines for the use and maintenance of College of DuPage (the College) owned
Laptop computers (LTC.) 

1. Define standards, procedures, and restrictions for the use of SLEA L TC, and connecting to the internal 
network or related technology resources.

2. The goal is to protect the College, SLEA and the Recruit from unauthorized use and /or malicious attacks.
3. This policy applies to all SLEA Recruits, Class Supervisors, instructors and staff.
4. This policy is complementary to any other policies (regulations) issued by the College.

B. Privacy: Recruits using the laptops do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy when using the L TC.

1. The Academy Director or designee have a right to monitor in class use, messages, in/out mail, and review 
data including hardware, files and· any software installed.

2. The Director or designee may conduct random inspections of the equipment owned by the College as well 
as e-mails, mes�ages, notes, stored data and any software.

3. Recruits will be responsible for the care and safeguard of the L TC, the software therein, and all issued 
accessories.

4. Any damage or mechanical problems, hardware issues must be immediately reported to a Class Supervisor 
or in their absence the Academy Deputy Director in writing using the Academy memorandum.

5. Repair or replacement as a result of negligence may be borne by the individual Recruit responsible for 
damaging or losing the equipment.

6. The Class Supervisor will conduct a preliminary inquiry into the damage and/loss of the property and will 
forward the memorandum to the Deputy Director along with his / her own memorandum documenting the 
extent of the problem, damages and circumstances under which it occurred as well as a recommendation of 
action to be taken.

C. Use and Restrictions:

1. Addition of new hardware, software or related components will be managed by the Director or his 
designee.

2. Non-sanctioned installation of hardware, software, or related components is strictly forbidden.
3. It is the responsibility of any Recruit to utilize the L TC appropriately, responsibly, professionally and 

ethically. Failure to do so may result in suspension of the use of the L TC and result in disciplinary action.
4. The Recruit agrees to immediately report any incident or suspected incident of unauthorized access or 

disclosures of SLEA resources or information to a supervisor
5. The use of L TC are expected to be used for official academy business and instructions; such as:

a. Lesson plans
b. Instructor PowerPoint presentations
c. Note Taking
d. Academic Research and learning
e. Facilitate performance of Basic Academy functions
f. Communication of information in a timely manner (e.g. Court decisions. Changes in Federal 

and State laws and statutes, current Criminal Justice related issues and events).
g. Coordinate note taking efforts and study groups among fellow Basic Academy Recruits.
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Lt: 

Recruit Subject I Suggestion Box 

Purpose: 

Policy: 

Provide a system of communication between Recruits and Class Supervisors to anonymously provide 
information (subject) or suggestions for the Academy staff to consider. 

A. Class BA #12-01 donated the Subject / Suggestion Box for future Basic Academy classes to 
use as they see fit, as an option.

B. Recruits may elect to use the cards located on this side of the box located in the Academy 
classroom to communicate with the Academy Staff anonymously.

C. Class Supervisors will check the contents of the Subject/ Suggestion Box on each Monday of 
the Academy class beginning with the second week of the academy through the Monday 
following graduation.

D. Information provided on the cards will be made part of the weekly Academy Staff discussion.
E. The Academy Staff may or may not act on the information provided.
F. Recruits can elect to identify themselves when submitting the information provided.
G. Examples of subject/ suggestions include, but are not limited to:

1. Recruit behavior including positive and that which requires improvement.
2. Suggestions that impact Academy operations; to include facilities, procedures and 

safety practices.

Date: ________ _ 
Subject/Suggestion (circle one) 
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HSTI/SLEA Range Safety Rules 

Fundamental safety rules: 

1) All weapons are treated as if loaded.

2) Never point your muzzle at anything you're not willing to destroy.

3) Keep your finger straight and outside the trigger guard until your sights are on target

with the intention to shoot.

4) Be sure of your target and consider its background and foreground.

Range Rules: 

1. Eye and ear protection must be worn at all time during firing.

2. All unloading (clearing) and loading of firearms must be conducted only on the

range. No Exceptions.

3. Only lead free ammunition is permitted on the HSTI range.

4. No one should move forward of the firing line while shooters are on the line. If they

do they must first obtain permission from the range staff then announce, "DOWN

RANGE", before moving forward.

5. Do not handle/manipulate weapons when personnel are down range.

6. Keep the muzzle pointed down range at all times, especially during reloading.

7. Never bend down to retrieve items unless directed to do so while on firing line.

8. No cell phones on the firing line.

9. Do not mix alcohol and certain medications during weapons training.

10. No horseplay will be tolerated on the range.

11. Upon hearing the command, "CEASE FIRE", or air horn burst, immediately stop what

you are doing, place your weapon on safe and echo the command of "CEASE FIRE".

12. Everyone is a safety officer while on the range. If you observe an unsafe act or

condition, announce, "CEASE FIRE" and bring· it to the attention of the range staff.

13. Are there any medics within your group?

14. Location of trauma kit.

15. Location of nearest Level 1 Trauma Center -Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital,

3815 Highland Ave, Downers Grove, IL 60515, (630) 275-5900
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